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To the Editor,

We thank Bhakta et al.1 for their interest in our work2

and for emphasizing the importance of the epiglottis–blade

interaction in the management of difficult tracheal

intubation.

Our study compared a curved-blade videolaryngoscope

with the Vie Scope� (Adroit Surgical LLC, Oklahoma

City, OK, USA) as a straight-blade anterior commissure

laryngoscope necessitating bougie-facilitated intubation in

a two-step approach. Although the Vie Scope is a

conventional laryngoscope that provides a direct view of

the glottis, it has been suggested as a substitute for

videolaryngoscopes, for example in emergency medicine.

The idea behind our studies was to test the novel Vie

Scope device against the clinical standards, Macintosh

laryngoscope3 and Macintosh videolaryngoscope,2 which

are typically used for laryngoscopy in many departments.

In our opinion, this was the most reasonable comparison

for evaluating efficacy and safety of this novel device.

Bhakta et al.1 highlight a crucial point that restricted

glottis movement might substantially impair the view of

the glottis during laryngoscopy and that indirect or direct

glottis lifting plays a key role in difficult airway

management. While Macintosh videolaryngoscopy relies

on indirect epiglottis lifting by point pressure on the

hyoepiglottic ligament in the vallecula, straight-blade

techniques rely on direct epiglottis lifting by placing the

blade’s tip beneath the epiglottis and close to the anterior

commissure. Nevertheless, it has been proposed that direct

epiglottis lifting can also be performed with laryngoscopy

approaches other than straight-blade techniques (e.g., with

Macintosh blades), but this is currently underreported.4

Most recently, the first prospectively developed universal

classification for videolaryngoscopy (the VIDIAC score)

has been published including these important aspects of

impaired epiglottis movement and direct epiglottis lifting

for the grading of difficult videolaryngoscopic intubation.5

We acknowledge that we compared a two-stage bougie-

facilitated approach against a one-stage approach, but this

reflects the devices’ intended uses and we believe that any

new device should show its noninferiority against current

clinical practice.

We agree that knowledge gaps regarding the Vie Scope

remain, and we encourage Bhakta et al. to conduct further

studies comparing the Vie Scope against videolaryngoscopes

with different types of blades (e.g., straight or hyperangulated)

and also against other bougie-facilitated approaches. This

would add to our knowledge of anterior commissural

laryngoscopy and provide further valuable insights into

airway management.

From our studies, we conclude that the Vie Scope

provides a good view of the glottis, but because of the

two-step bougie-assisted approach, this does not translate into

better or faster tracheal intubation compared with Macintosh

laryngoscopy or Macintosh videolaryngoscopy.2,3
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